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Don’t Just Aspire To Make
A Living, Aspire To Make
A Difference
By Denzel Washington

Please Click On The Picture Below To Play The Inspiring 4 1/2 Minute Video.

every person alive owes it to themselves and to others to cast any
doubt or worry aside about themselves and set out and aspire to
do something decisive and huge to make a real, positive impact in
the world. it serves you and knowone else to play small games.
Don’t Let
Disappointment
Happen To You.
Get To Work On
Making Your
Dreams A Firm
Reality!!!
© Derek White Feb 2018
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Environmental
Statement

Derek and Cath White
Owners
Derek Senior Editor
Cath
Executive Director

Neil and Evelyne Clark
Founding Members
and
Senior Advisors

This is an online paper helping minimise the impact on the environment. If you have any questions, enquiries or wish to advertise in our
paper please phone or email our Sydney Office (02) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 or info@thegoodnewsnp.com.au
cath@thegoodnewsnp.com.au

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
Peoples’ Lives Better.

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com
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Type 2 Diabetes And Healthy Living A Lifelong Effort Of Healthy Eating
By Beverleigh H Piepers. Beverleigh Piepers As a Registered Nurse with more than 25 years of experience
has searched for and found a number of secrets to help you build a healthy body. Please visit...

http://DrugFreeType2Diabetes.com
To Get Your Free E.Book
(The statements in this article have not been evaluated or endorsed by the Food and Drug Association. For saftey and wellbeing any individual considering making any changes with
their medications or engaging on any new diet or exercise plan should consult a qualified and registered medical doctor.)

Not all diet plans are
healthy, the best for
you to follow. In fact,
the vast majority of
them are not worth
your time. Some of
them could harm
you.
At best, you might be
spinning your wheels.
Generally speaking,
the decision of going
on a diet is a bad one
from the beginning.
The odds just are not
favorable.
How often do you
hear about someone
going on a diet? By
contrast, how often
are you told about
how a specific diet
plan was successful.

following a diet plan
in the first place. Is
it...
• for weight loss or a
leaner physique?

Let us not forget the yo-yo effect that follows
many weight loss plans.

• to reduce your blood
sugar?
• to treat a disease?
• because you are
malnourished?
• because your doctor
advised you to?
• because you want to
improve your overall
health?

People find many reasons to go on a diet.
Most methods are
not satisfying, so you ing point.
You might be able to should avoid them.
count the latter on the
Let us not forget the
one hand.
Perhaps the best way yo-yo effect that folto think about it is to lows many weight
You might hear some- not think about diet- loss plans, either.
one talking about a ing at all.
diet they are trying
Many diets only adout or planning to at- If
you have previ- dress the symptoms
tempt. Also, going on ously followed a strict of a weak lifestyle,
a diet automatically diet, then you know while overlooking the
implies it is for a goal how difficult it can causes. It is just temor result. It is a means be...
porary because the
to an end. For this reaharmful habits conson, it has a timeline. • limited to a few tinue to have damagfoods,
ing effects.
So your commitment • severe restrictions,
to follow a diet will and
Going on a diet is a
always be limited.
wrong decision: the
Going on a diet is a • promises of short- best choice is to
change in lifestyle. term sacrifice for adopt healthy eating But it is not the most long-term gain.
as a lifestyle change.
effective one.
Your willpower be- Healthy eating is a
Ask yourself why comes limited - and process. It is not a
you are thinking of there will be a break- goal with a result.

It is not a means to
an end. Instead, it is
a journey. One with
gradual progress and
occasional setbacks.
But that is natural.
You can learn from
your mistakes and not
repeat them.
If your reasons for
wanting to diet are
compelling enough,
you will have the
drive to make healthy
eating a part of your
lifestyle.
Healthy eating is
something you can
commit to for the rest
of your life. And it is
reasonable. There are
no
deadlines, and
there are fewer re-

strictions.
As for a diet - what
is the longest you
have heard of someone “committing” to a
diet?

els. Hang in there, the
longer you do it, the
easier it gets.

For nearly 25 years,
Beverleigh
Piepers
has searched for and
It is just not the found a number of sesame. Through life- crets to help you build
style choices you a healthy body.
have
tremendous
power to determine Go to the website at
your health, now and the top of this page to
in the years to come. learn about some of
those secrets.
Although
managing your disease can The answer isn’t in
be very challenging, the endless volumes
Type 2 diabetes is of available informanot a condition you tion but in yourself.
must just live with. Article Source: http://
You can make simple EzineArticles.com/
changes to your dai- expert/Beverleigh_H_
ly routine and lower Piepers/123142
both your weight and
your blood sugar levPage 3
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.

all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
Nick, Chris and life in a wheelchair.
all the fantasic
staff at Burwood Since then they have
Back Pain have been rescued me from
my saving grace. quite a number of
serious spinal and
Years ago after a neck problems. I canvery serious lower not recommend them
back collapse when all highly enough.
I was bent over and Derek White.
doubled up in serious
pain, Nick, Chris and

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Writing a Blog Post That
Resonates With Your
Readers
By Carolyn Cohn

you need to do is to
choose a topic that
interests you. If the
topic doesn’t interest
you, it won’t interest
your readers either.
If you are passionate about your topic,
it will come through
in your writing and
other people will get
excited by what you
are saying.

You have probably
read quite a bit about
the
difficulty that
writers have when
they actually have to
sit down to write a
blog.
If you aren’t sure
about which topic(s)
You may be faced you want to choose,
with a block or you it might be a good
may be able to crank idea to sit quietly and
something out but think about what rethen very few peo- ally excites you. The
ple are interested in ideas will definitely
reading it when you come to you.
do. You need to write
blogs that resonate The passion that you
with your readers.
feel for that particular
topic (once you start
The different ways writing) will come
that you can make it through and other
happen.
people will feel it too
and they will be ex1: Choose a topic cited as well. On the
about which you are other hand, if you are
passionate.
not
excited about
your topic, other peoThere are several dif- ple will not be exferent ways in which cited either. In that
you can approach case, the writing will
your blog writing so lack enthusiasm and
that it resonates with spark.
the people who will
be reading it.
2: Write the appropriate length blog
It is actually a for- post (not too long
mula that is quite sim- and not too short).
ple and, if you use that
formula, it will work When it comes to
for you over and over the length of your
again.
blog, a good rule of
The first thing that thumb is between 500

and 1,000 words. If
the blog post is too
short, the reader will
feel that they want to
know more and your
writing has left them
unsatisfied.

come up with a blog
post that is between
500 and 1,000 words
in length, you may be
surprised when you
actually sit down to
write. You can probably come up with
that length without
really trying. Once
your writing starts to
flow, it will be almost
effortless.

On the other hand, if
your blog is very long,
people may become
impatient and they
may not read the entire article. You definitely don’t want that As a word of caution, you want to
to happen.
keep your blog post
In fact, you not only at a reasonable length
want your readers to because we are in
read the entire blog an age where people
post but you want don’t have time or pathem to be hungry for tience.
other content that you
have written. That They want to read
is how you lay the content that is quick
foundation for the re- and easy so that they
lationship that you can get the gist of
will share with the whatever you are trying to say without
other person.
spending too much
If you are reading time or effort.
this and thinking that
it is very difficult to Make sure that your

blog post has head- good reason to use
lines on each sec- headlines in your blog
tion.
posts is for the purposes of your rankHeadlines
in your ings in the search enblog posts are ex- gines.
tremely
important
because they demon- Of course, you want
strate that your writ- to achieve high ranking is organized and ings in the search enthey draw the atten- gine’s pages so that
tion of the reader to people will find you
the important points easily (more easily
that you are trying to than your competimake.
tion). If you can manage to accomplish
You definitely do not that, you will get to
want to write one where you want to
continuous
article be in no time.
with no stops. That
would make it very Article continued on
difficult on the read- page...10.
er and they may not
have to patience to
plod through to the
end.
You want separate
your blog post into
logical sections that
flow into each other
with a clear progression. Another really
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Transform Your Life In 7
Minutes
By Anthony Robbins

Please Click On The Picture Below To
Play The 7 Minute Video.

referring to when
he or they talk about
transforming
their
lives in a short period of time is this:
They
are talking
about people who
are starting to wake
up from a deep
sleep or winter hibernation. They have
been going about
their lives as though
they are literally
asleep whilst they
are at the wheel of
their car/life.
are leading lives of
just happily getting
on with their work
and some of them are
leading lives of quiet
desperation just hopBut is it really too ing things will turn
good to be true? Let’s out ok.
find out!
The only thing the
I have traveled far people who are waitand wide in about 20 ing out their life in a
or more countries quite desperation and
and have experienced just hoping for things
a great many things to turn out ok are doin life and have met ing to themselves is,
a lot of other people they are just kidin the process.
ding themselves and
robbing themselves
Some of them were/ blind of the treasare leading their life ure that is awaiting
with a passion and them.
purpose
and some
Yes
of course it
sounds too good to
be true, “Transform
Your Life In 7 Minutes”.

It is like they are running away from life
and hiding under a
rock and letting other
people in their life run
their life for them.
This is why it
is
called a “quiet desperation”.
Whether you are just
living your life or
leading it in a “Quiet
Desperation”, if you
want to “Transform
Your Life” I urge you
to watch the above
video.
What Tony and other
great leaders like him
are talking about and

a video on the front something bigger than
page about how pow- yourself.
erful a changed mind Reach out and help
people who are in a
is.
worse state than you
It is all about making are in and help them
new powerful deci- fix something that is
sions about one’s life going wrong in their
to start the process of life.
“Transforming One’s
Life and it can all Aspire to do somehappen as Tony Says, thing amazing. In
‘7 Minutes’.
other words, if you
are not happy with
Many people get so how your life is and
hung up on how seri- no matter whether
ous or difficult their you are in a life crilife is and often they sis or not, if you want
are exactly right. For your life to change
example they maybe for the better the first
in hospital with a se- thing you have to do
rious or life threating is really change your
condition.
mind.

Then suddenly one
day they wake up in
shock that their life
has just hit a tree and
and they don’t realise
what the hell is going Their marraige may
have suddenly ended,
on around them.
their business crashed
Everything is very and failed, the list of
confusing in that things that can hapmoment of time and it pen and does happen
is usually a very short to people is a million
period of
time as miles long.
Tony says 7 Minutes.
They have the power But no matter what
within themselves to happens to you, if
transform their lives you don’t die from
into something better. whatever it is, the
only thing that will
It is called a “Chang- help you transform
your life to something
ing One’s Mind”.
better than it is now
Last week we placed is to step up and do

Because once you
really change your
mind, anything that
stops short of you dying or that you are in
such a serious state of
mind or body where
you cannot speak or
communicate rationally nothing can stop
you having the life
that you really want.
Kind Regards
Derek White Editor.
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Dear Readers Please Get Behind A Great Youth
Radio Station In Perth Western Australia

http://youthjamradio.snack.ws
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.

“How Will You Transform Someone Else’s Life For
The Better This Week?”
© By Derek White Febuary 2018

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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Writing A Blog Post That
Resonates With Your
Readers
By Carolyn Cohn

3: Choose your
keywords and key
phrases carefully.
You need to make full
use of keywords and
key phrases in every
aspect of your blog
post. That includes the
title of the post, the
teaser paragraph, the
body of the post, and
the call-to-action.

la (approach) and it
should help you each
and every time that
you write a new blog
post.

You will need to
choose rich keywords
and key phrases that
really get the person who is searching
for what you offer as As always, your
writing must esquickly as possible.
tablish an emotional
It is not only that you connection with your
want to attract just an- readers. If they have
yone. You want to at- experienced what you
tract the right people, experienced, you will
the people who are a be able to connect
part of your target au- with the other person
dience. With the right on a deep level.

Chief Editor of Com Mrs. Cohn has 25
puKol Communica- years of editorial extions.
perience and her expertise covers a wide
Mrs. Cohn has a range of media, such
wealth of experience as online editing, edin managing people iting books, journal
and projects. She has articles, abstracts, and
run several editorial promotional and edudepartments for vari- cational materials.
Throughout her ca
ous companies.

Bachelor of Arts degree in English from
the State University of
reer, Mrs. Cohn has New York (SUNY) at
established and main Buffalo.
tained strong relationships with profession- Mrs. Cohn is a memals from a wide range ber of the American
of companies. The Medical Writers Assoprinciple that governs ciation (AMWA).
her work is that all Article Source: http://
words need to be ed- EzineArticles.com/
ited.
expert/Carolyn_
Cohn/610077
Mrs. Cohn earned a

keywords and key
phrases, you can make If you write content
that resonates, it will
that happen.
go way beyond the
person who initially
Conclusion
If you feel that your reads it.
blog posts are not
drawing people the
way that you want
them to, the advice
that is given here
should help you a lot.
It is a simple formu

It will be shared with
many others as well
and it will resonate
with them as well.
Carolyn T. Cohn is the
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD Puzzles thanks to Cath ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Last Week’s Solution.

How tuned up is your mind? Here
Is This Week’s 169th Edition
Across

1

3 a child's
welcome to their
father (4)

3

2
4

5

6

8

9

10

7 negative
response (2)

11
12

14

8 having a great
deal to do (7)

15

13

16

17

18
19

10 a sound that
repeats (4)

20
21

11 at an time (4)

22

14 features (15)

25

18 abbr audio/video
(2)

26

19 the head of a
town (5)

21 tavern (3)
22 abbr issue
authority (2)
24 choice (9)
25 a unit of weight
equal to 2,240 lb
(3)
26 prohibit (3)

23

24

12 manoeuvre (3)

20 money that has
been received (6)

7

15 type of meat
from a pig (3)
16 before in French
(5)

Best Foods For
Your Brain

17 therefore (2)
21 a thing selected
(4)
23 indefinite article
(2)
25 brown (3)

Down
1 area where
scientific
experiments take
place (pl) (12)
2 point where
streets come
together (12)
4 abbr disk usage
(2)
5 clever (6)
6 resolution (13)
9 average (6)
13 abbr south east
(2)
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NELSON MANDELA’S
GREAT LIFE LESSONS TO
LEADERS
Please click on the
picture to watch
the video

Nelson Mandela’s
six key behaviours
that distinguish
him as a true
strategic leader.
1: he anticipated what reactions would occur from his
actions and words and used
them to his advantage to free
his country from Aparthied.
2: He challenged, he
stood up to bullies,
cowards, kept his integrity, principles and
dignity intact. he was
prepared to die for his
beliefs, despite all the
odds stacked against
him. eventually the
bullies and cowards
backed down from
international pressure
and he became President of Africa.
3: He interpreted well
what was going on
around him and in
his country. He knew
that to take his country forward he could
not continue down the
same path as previous
leaders or dictators.
he knew that harmony
and non racial leadership was what the
people wanted as the

country was already a collaborative peace
divided and at war by for one and all.
not having harmony
and no racial equality. 6: He became very
educated by studying
4: He made firm de- the outcomes of othcisions and stuck to er leaders’ decisions
them that others did that they made about
not have the cour- their own countries
age to make bringing and then balanced the
about peace instead deeply held beliefs
of the revenge and of the african people
bloodshed that others against the greatest
wanted in reaction to benefits for Africa as
a whole.
an assassination.
5: He aligned with
others and collaborated where others could
not. he knew that
swinging the country
from all white supremacy to all black
supremacy was just
as distructive so he
aligned with other
leaders and white
people to bring about

Checkmate!

As a result the people of Africa excepted his leadership decisions and followed
and agreed with him
for the greater good
for the people and the
country.
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free Then Use The
Leverage Of All The Working People Working Together Buying Their
E.Book Product Package To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealthfortheworkers/
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Is This Your Year To Have

More

It’s a new year, which
means an opportunity
for new beginnings.

Impact?
ively influence the
future for the better.
So I invite you to be
the change you wish
to see in the world. Is
this your year to have
more impact?

The beginning of made the decision to
more impact for you focus on impact that I
and your business.
started to have results
that really mattered, to
Impact is more than a me, to my clients and
mission, more than a my business, and to What would that look
purpose.
the larger world.
like, for you? What
change do you want
Impact is where your Having impact is a to see? How could
uniqueness,
your decision to take that things improve? How
unique voice, meets extra step that impact could your business
the needs and desires requires: to step up be a vehicle in makof
the world. It’s and out into the world ing that improvement?
where only you can and contribute your
uniquely contribute best to others.
You have the opporin a meaningful and As I wrote in The tunity, as a business
powerful way.
Impact Manifesto, I leader, to be a conbelieve that impact tributor to meaningful
Having impact isn’t is grounded in love. and positive change.
an accident. It’s a de- Love for yourself, for You have the opporcision.
others, and for the tunity to have impact,
world in which you maybe on a bigger
A decision to bring live.
scale than you’re ever
out the best in yourimagined.
self. To bring out the Having impact, being
best in your business. a positive influence I invite you to look
in the world, touches inside your business,
I’ve been an entrepre- a deep human need to for ways you can have
neur for quite a long contribute and change more impact. How are
time, almost 22 years. lives for the better.
you showing up for
It’s been a great jouryour clients? For your
ney of discovering You can influence team members, even
myself, even while I how things unfold at for your suppliers?
was serving my cli- that level. And the ripents.
ple effect of all of us How can you show
taking positive action up for the people who
But it wasn’t until I
means we can collect- partner with you to

By Ursula Jorch

deliver your product only you
or service, so you can can have?
together have more
impact?
Consider how you can
show up as your best,
How can you show up in your business and
in your marketing, in a your life.
way that reflects your
unique voice? How We live in interesting
can you authentically times, as the Chinese
be present for those proverb says, and it
you serve?
can be scary because
we don’t know what’s
I invite you to look coming.
outside your business
and see the tremen- You can empower
dous
opportunities yourself at times like
there, for yourself and this by focusing on
your business. And where your best can
even beyond that: for have impact.
the community and
the larger world.
You matter. What you
do matters. And what
Your impact isn’t lim- you contribute is a gift
ited to your business to all of us.
and the influence your
business has. Your Ursula Jorch is a
impact is about your speaker,
business
whole life. How are coach and consultyou showing up for ant who helps entrethe people in your life preneurs grow a sucwho matter to you?
cessful business that
makes a difference in
How are you showing the world.
up for the causes that
are important to you? A 21-year successful
Are you showing up entrepreneur herself,
in a way that honors Ursula helps you deyour best, that honors fine the difference you
the deep impact that
want to make in

the world and develop
strategy and marketing so you have everexpanding impact.
Find Ursula on her
podcast, Work Alchemy: The Impact
Interviews where she
interviews
impactful entrepreneurs and
leaders like Seth Godin and Marianne Williamson, and at
h t t p : / / w w w. Wo r k Alchemy.com for free
resources for you and
your business.
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Ursula_
Jorch/1699443
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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Going Through
Difficult
Times?
By Rosemarie Sumalinog Gonzales

The solution is not always in plain sight. You
can take a step back and see the bigger picture
in a different perspective. you might discover
some things that can help you.
Life is a series of ups
and downs. How you
react in your times of
fall really defines the
type of person you
are.
When you can manage to navigate the
difficult times, you
will not only live a
happier life, but also
grow as a wise person.
When you stay positive, you’re in the best
position to not only
make it through those
bad times, but become
a better person in the
process.

stance. You just have
to deal with it and
then actively work
to make the situation
better.
The solution is not
always in plain sight.
You can take a step
back and see the bigger picture in a different perspective, you
might discover some
things that can help
you.
Try to embrace the
difficulties and strugMake a change. If gles that life hand to
you can implement you.
it immediately, do it.
You don’t want be Be a lot more recaught in the middle silient than you give
of a difficult situation yourself credit for.
longer than what is Eventually, the diffineeded. If it’s some- cult time you’re going
thing that you can’t through will start to
implement right now, seem less significant
take note of it so you when compared to
can use it when the everything that’s gosituation calls for it.
ing right in your life.

You can remain positive and remind yourself that there really
is always light at the
end of the tunnel and
that you’ll make it
through. You need to
eventually pick up the
pieces and start mov- However, it’s useless
ing forward.
to learn from the difficult times if what
There are times when you learned doesn’t
you can’t do much to directly affect your
change your circum- actions.

within your control
because that’s the only
way you can make a
change that’s actually
going to help you.

Divert all of your focus towards things
that are manageable.
Give yourself a confidence boost when you
realize that you’ve
done so much progress.
You need people who
are honest. You need
Some situations are someone who can
beyond your control look you in the eye
and no matter what and tell you the truth.
you do, you can’t
change a thing. Focus Their honesty may be
on the things that are that one piece of in

formation you need to
get through the tough
times.
If it’s someone else’s
fault for the bad situation you find yourself in, forgive that
person. Accept what
happened, but never
hold it against them.

possible if you always think how upset you are with the
person who got you
into that mess. It just
makes things more
difficult.
Try to see past the
hardship. Try to see
past the hardship and
let go of the things
which you cannot
control. If you don’t
know what to do, do
something!
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Rosemarie_
Sumalinog_Gonzales/1972656

You would feel better, because now instead of focusing on
the negative feelings
you have toward that
person, you can focus
on moving forward.
Getting through a difficult time won’t be
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Geoffrey White Has Been
Playing 5-String Banjo
Since The Age Of 11
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Geoffrey White

He was first
inspired
while listening to the great
banjo player Pete Seeger
on a vinyl record in his
parent’s home in Franklin
Michigan in 1965.
Geoffrey still has the
original vinyl record.

Since then Geoffrey has
toured the world playing and teaching in North
America’ Europe, the UK,
Asia, Central
America
and Australia where he
moved with his family in
1986.

ered the biggest barrier
people had in learning
was the amount of time it
takes to actually get a tune
happening.
Banjo is NOT an easy instrument to learn...it takes
patience,
persistence
strong hands (and patient
neighbors)
to actually
get that special rhythmic
sound that people love.
The WIN of someone being able to produce that
tune in one or two lesson
blocks is my win.”

His many students rave
about his passion for music and his success minded approach to playing.

Seeing that “heels-kick”
moment makes me smile
....it’s great fun and if you
want to lift a crowd off
their feet or just enjoy a
Student remark, “what a tune to relax after a hard
pleasure it is to learn from day, then he’s the one to
Geoffrey”.
show you how.
Geoffrey
invented a Text 0434 544 181
unique two finger playing style called “Pick- for lessons at The Artists’
Hammer” which allows a Group in Leichhhardt.
student to play a tune
quickly and not like the
months and sometimes
years it can take.
Geoffrey says “I discov-

Welcome To The Start Of Your
“Banjo Journey”
You have started on a
wonderful journey of
discovery. In your first
block of lessons you will
begin with the basics.
By basics we mean the
fundementals of hand
positions, picking patterns, timing and rythm.
Some student travelers
take longer than others.
Be patient and practice
well.

will travel well. The road Lesson 5:
Assessments, review of
begins...Start!!
picking patterns, rhythm
and timing.
Lesson Block 1.
Introductions, hand posiabove lesson
tions and basic picking In the
block you will be intropatterns.
duced to your first tune
whether it is three-finger
Lesson 2:
scruggs style or DropHand positions, progress, thumb Mountain 2 finger.
more picking patterns,
Depending on your pracprogress.
tice and determination
you should be making
Assessment.
some progress towards
playing your first tune
Lesson 3:
with a reasonable degree
Progress in picking tec- of confidence.
niques.

Once you have mastered
these basics you will
have laid the foundations of your musical
road. From there you can
choose to travel alone or
Lesson 4:
with a guide.

Listen, watch and learn Rhythm, timing & profrom your guide and you gress assessment.
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An Introduction To Banjo
Geoffrey
(Please Click On The Picture To Play The Video)

For Bookings Please Call Or Text Geoffrey On 0434 544 181
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Great Leaders Don’t Tell
You What
To Do
By Ted Santos

In many cases, people become managers
because they solve
problems better than
others. And problems
solvers can be rather
proud about telling
others about how to
implement solutions
they have discovered.
While being a problem solver may be a
normal path to management, it is a trap.
For those managers
who move to senior
management, being
the best problem solver can become frustrating, especially if
you’re the CEO.
Therefore, the greatest
managers have strong
leadership skills. They
are mission driven and
empower their people
to solve problems.
In previous articles, I
talked about the transformation that occurs
for top leaders. They
transform from problem solvers to problem creators. In other
words, leadership is
paid to intentionally
create problems for
others to solve. For
many, this is counterintuitive. Why?

set stays with us. It
is the same mindset
that is rewarded in the
workplace. However,
that mindset can work
against leaders.
The job of leadership
is to invent new possibilities. When John F.
Kennedy declared the
US would send a man
to the moon, it was
not his job to figure
out how to do it. His
job was to allocate resources.
What
is amazing
about that initiative
is there would have
been no budget for it
prior to him saying
the US was committed
to going to the moon.
He had to make up a
budget. He even created NASA to execute
the mission.
Kennedy’s time was
better spent building
the team to fulfill the
mission, instead of
rolling up his sleeves
and being a rocket scientist.

With that said, instead
of solving problems,
Kennedy created one
for others to solve. As
he spent time in meetings with the leaders
In school, we are of NASA, Kennedy
trained to think as could ask questions.
problem solvers. We
are graded and re- I assume Kennedy
warded for solving didn’t tell the aeroproblems the teacher nautics
engineers
gives us. That mind- what they needed to

do. He would have
asked what was possible and what resources
they needed to make it
happen.
Too often, leaders
proudly tell their people what to do - micro
managers. Over time,
staff and management
become
yes-men.
From there, the leader
becomes
frustrated
because his people do
not think for themselves.
Because he solved
most of the tough
problems, they would
have lost their ability
to effectively handle
difficult challenges.
They simply run to
the leader looking for
the solution. As a result, the leader, especially the CEO, will
have to fire the people
around him and replace them with more
experienced people.
Except, he will eventually replace those
people when the company outgrows them.

for you to return. may eventually hear is
(That response could “we had a major probbe very problematic.) lem two weeks ago. It
was partially our fault
Instead of being up- and partially the cliset, that is a coaching ents. We took full remoment. That is the sponsibility and here’s
time to use your ex- how we solved it.
pertise to ask the right
questions instead of I just thought you
solve it.
should know about it.
Oh, and by the way,
Now imagine over the client loved how
time that same team we solved the probcomes to you and lem. They called one
says, “we have a prob- of their clients and
lem. I know you will sent them to us.”
ask these questions. I
have already thought When your team
them through. Here’s makes it to that level,
where I am. Now I’m they are ready for new
stuck.”
and more challenging
possibility - the new
At that point, you, as problem you create.
the leader, may know
the answer. That is the That new problem is
time to ask them ques- best if it penetrates an
tions they have not untapped market and
asked themselves.
drives new revenue.

Imagine, on the other
hand, you have a team
that comes to you and
says, “we have a problem. What should we
do?” Instead of solving it, you ask them
what they would do if
you were not there.
As that team evolves,
they
could easily
They may tell you solve problems withthat they would wait out you. What you

Even that new possibility will come about
because you, as the
leader, began to ask

yourself
questions
you’ve never asked
before. What questions are you asking?
What do you think?
I would love to hear
your feedback. And
I’m open to ideas.
Or if
you want to
write me about a
specific topic, connect through my blog
www.turnaroundip.
blogspot.com.
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Ted_Santos/1581685
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Watch This Short 3 1/2 Minute Video
To Find Out How Easy It Is For You
To Create A Passive Income.
Just Click On The Picture To Play The Video

Turning Knowledge Into Wealth

Once Everyone Sees How Gob Smackingly
Simple This System Is There Will Literally
Be A Stampede To Join.

Watch The Video Now Before You Get
Distracted By Life. Your Risk Free Passive
Income Is Only A Few Clicks Away.
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Dry Needling,
Graston and Other Chiropractic
Treatments
By Ann Barter

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is the
most commonly diagnosed
disabling
condition of the upper extremities (your
arms). CTS can very
dramatically decrease
your quality of life,
interfering with sleep,
productivity at work,
focus, and takes the
enjoyment out of leisure activities.
This condition has
such a chronic nature
it can have a negative
impact on your mood
as well.
People with CTS
suffer from chronic
numbness and/or tingling in the hands, loss
of grip strength and
dexterity, discomfort
in the forearms, difficulty finding a comfortable sleeping position due to numbness
and tingling, and they
often have head and
neck complaints.
“True” carpal tunnel
syndrome is defined
as compression of
the median nerve in
the carpal tunnel. The
carpal tunnel is your

wrist. The bones of
the wrist and the flexor retinaculum create
the walls of this tunnel.
Within that you have
10 tendons, synovial
sheaths, and the median nerve. Chronic
compression of the
median nerve is what
creates carpal tunnel
syndrome. Nerves are
responsible for sensations such as pain,
light touch, vibration
and proprioception.
They need good circulation.

Since we are talking
about carpal tunnel
syndrome, it should
be obvious: the compression is happening
at the wrist. Yes, this
is usually a part of the
compression, but most
times the compression
is not solely coming
from the wrist.

You can have compression from several
places along the neck
and arm all creating
and
compounding
the compression. You
can also have inflammation of the tissues
that creates the actual
In this way, they are compression within
just like blood ves- the wrist.
sels; if you compress
them, blood cannot More often than not,
circulate. Your limb people with carpal
falls asleep and turns tunnel type symptoms
blue.
are not just having
compression of the
If you compress a median nerve. There
nerve, it has a really are 5 main nerves that
hard time transmit- stem from the brachial
ting neurological in- plexus; (1) Axillary,
formation. This can (2) Musculocutaneresult in pain, numb- ous, (3) Median, (4)
ness, weakness, tin- Ulnar, and (5) Radigling, etc. In order to al. These nerves start
restore neurological in the neck, branch
flow, the compression through your arms
has to be removed.
and some continue to
the fingers.

The median nerve is
the only nerve that
passes through the
carpal tunnel, but
the other four nerves
can also contribute to
these types of symptoms in the shoulder
and arm.

Technically, this diagnosis becomes nerve
entrapment and not
just carpal tunnel.
With true carpal tunnel the symptoms involve the tips of the
first three and half
fingers as, well as the
corresponding palmar

side of the hand.
You can see the nerve
sensory distributions
in the picture below.
Article continued on
page...26.
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Dry Needling,
Graston and Other Chiropractic
Treatments
By Ann Barter

According to American
Family Physician the
most common cause of
carpal tunnel syndrome
is repetitive manoeuvers. This includes fine
motor activities like typing, handy work (hammering, use of screw
drivers), etc.

Braces can also be helpful at work to help keep
your wrist in a better ergonomic position.

If you work one of these
jobs, some practices to
help prevent nerve entrapment syndromes are
as follows:
Self-massage. We recommend using a medium to hard ball, tennis
or lacrosse ball, to massage the muscles of your
hands, arms and shoulders.

Over time, with repetitive type injuries and inflammation you start to
develop fibrosis in the
tissues that creates friction. To restore the tissues back to health, they
need treatment in conjunction with self-care.

Supplementation with
strong anti-inflammatory
compounds like turmeric
help to dampen inflammation internally and act
as an analgesic. HowSelf-care and Preven- ever, neither of these option:
tions are a cure.

In our office we often use
Chiropractic manipulation, dry needling, GrasRegular stretching of the ton or Gua Sha, myoforearms and shoulders. fascial release, cupping,
and postural retraining
Exercises to counteract exercises.
a forward rolled posture.
Meaning,
strengthen- All of these therapies
ing of your back mus- help to restore the tissues
culature and core. If you and fascia and remove
don’t know where to start the friction through the
in the gym, we highly different phases of healrecommend find a physi- ing.
cal therapist or personal
trainer to help show you Deep tissue massage,
some great exercises.
Rolfing and the like are
other great therapies to
Treatment options:
restore your tissues.
As with any inflammatory process, we have to In cases where acute
remove the irritant. With trauma was involved,
any sort of repetitive in- like fracture of the wrist
jury, rest is indicated in that changed the bony
the acute phases. This structure, or arthritic
may even require time bony changes like osoff from work. If rest is teophyte formation, connot possible, Rocktape servative treatment may
or Kinesiotape can help not be able to do the
with circulation, neuro- trick.
muscular retraining and
pain.
In these cases surgery

might be the best option.
Regardless, it is still a
good idea to give conservative therapy a shot.
Chances are it can greatly improve your symptoms.
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/Ann_Barter/2499670
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